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One year with NEX-LABS

The NEX-LABS project has turned one in September 2021. Despite the challenges of kicking o� and

running a project in the full pandemic, the motivated partners joined their forces to keep the

activities on track as much as possible. Here are the main highlights/achievements so far:

Identifying the best scenarios to implement NEXUS Driven Open Living Labs (NDOLLs)

in Mediterranean Partner Countries - The project is currently mapping the NEXUS

stakeholders ecosystem and analyzing the Strengths, Opportunities and Roadblocks (SOR) as

well as the Political, Economic, Sociological, Technological, Legal and Environmental (PESTLE)

Key factors in the participating countries for the implementation of successful NDOLLs

Training activities to bridge the gap among WEF NEXUS stakeholders. Four tailored

training sessions have been planned for speci�c audiences: Entrepreneurs and Innovators,

Public Authorities, SMEs and Technology Transfer O�ces. The �rst two training activities

have been already launched, and the second two will be launched in the upcoming weeks. 

The NEX-LABS �rst innovation week is in preparation. The event will be co-located with

the PHEMAC project innovation week and will take place from 17th to 20th January 2022.

Further information about the event will be announced soon.
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MEET THE NEX-LABS PARTNERS

A series of interviews to learn more about the faces behind the NEX-LABS consortium:

Constantina Stavrou from Citizens In Power in Cyprus

Krystel Khalil from  Berytech in Lebanon

Faten Se�en from Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Center in Tunisia

UPCOMING EVENTS

NEX-LABS training for SMEs from the Mediterranean Partner Countries active in

Water, Energy, or Food sectors (WEF) and looking to implement solutions or adapt

their business models to address NEXUS challenges. Deadline for application 30

November 2021

NEX-LABS training for the Mediterranean Technology Transfer O�ces about

process of innovation and technology transfer, WEF-NEXUS related technology

identi�cation, assessment and readiness. Apply by 30 November 2021
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COLLABORATIONS

Memorandum of Understandings (MoU)  signed with two ENI CBC Med projects:

MAIA-TAQA aims to promote innovative resource e�ciency services in Mediterranean

Partner Countries through the creation of an enabling environment based on general

model predictive control networks. Read more here

LIVINGAGRO  addresses the challenge of knowledge and technological transfer in

Mediterranean agriculture and forestry systems for achieving and sharing good

practices aimed at sustainable production, protecting biodiversity, enhancing transfer

of innovation and increasing pro�tability for territories and main actors as well as

stakeholders involved by using an open innovation approach. Read more

Thanks to these MoUs, NEX-LABS has reinforced the cooperation opportunities in terms of

mutual dissemination, co-organization of events, identi�cation and exchange of best-

practices and a better understanding of Living Labs (LLs) approaches in di�erent projects.

INSIGHTS FROM THE NEX-LABS AGORA

The NEX-LABS Agora is a lively space that provides a daily selection of the most up-to-date

and relevant articles, videos, interviews about innovation & technologies tackling Water,

Energy and Food challenges in the Mediterranean. 

As of today the NEX-LABS Agora collects over 270 sources and 750+ articles. Visit the Agora

and register to personalize your searches.

NEWS FROM THE NEX-LABS COMMUNITY

Last days to apply for the PHEMAC Go2Market Hackathon and Acceleration

Program starting on November 30, 2021. Deadline for application - 18th of November.

Learn more and apply here

LIVINGAGRO highlights on the main challenges of the Lebanese agroforestry sector.

Read the full article here

Visit the Agora
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SME4SMARTCITIES consortium launches its call to support SMEs in developing

innovative and technological solutions to major urban challenges faced by

Mediterranean cities - To learn more about the innovation competition and access the

tender documents visit the dedicated webpage

GET INVOLVED

Join our community on Twitter and Facebook

Facebook Twitter

Contact us if you wish to have further information or wish to strengthen the collaboration

with your project.

ABOUT NEX-LABS 

With an international partnership spanning over Spain, Tunisia, Jordan, Lebanon, Italy, Egypt and Cyprus,

the NEX-LABS project aims to support the implementation of clean technologies for sustainable and resilient

growth of agri-food sector production based on a more e�cient use of energy (renewable/solar solutions)

and water (wastewater treatment, water harvesting or reuse solutions) in Mediterranean Partner Countries

region thanks to the contribution of ICT technologies such as blockchain, Internet or the Things (IoT),

Arti�cial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning and Big Data. Learn more..

This document has been produced with the �nancial assistance of the European Union under the ENI CBC

Mediterranean Sea Basin programme. The contents of this document are the sole responsibility of the NEX-LABS

project consortium and can under no circumstances be regarded as re�ecting the position of the European Union of

the programme management structures.
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